Introduction:

The nature of police work involves inherent risk, and with that can come litigation. Comprehensive police department policies and well-trained police officers can minimize as much risk as possible, without jeopardizing the quality and effectiveness of the efforts to serve the community and the safety of officers. However, litigation will remain an inevitable consequence of policing, particularly in the aftermath of serious use of force incidents and incidents involving Fourth Amendment rights.

Like nearly every police department around the country, the Metropolitan Police Department (MPD) faces civil lawsuits. Some of them are very public, and gain a great deal of media attention. For example, the lawsuits related to the mass arrests at a September 2002 demonstration against the World Bank were litigated for almost 14 years and cost the District an estimated $13.8 million.\(^1\) Currently, a similar lawsuit is pending for arrests made on Inauguration Day 2017.\(^2\) Additionally, the $3.5 million settlement between the District and the family of a motorcyclist who was shot and killed has also gained media attention.\(^3\) Conversely, there are other lawsuits that do not receive the same media coverage, but still present educational opportunities to MPD and individual members moving forward.

With these opportunities in mind, and utilizing the findings and model presented by the Office of the Inspector General for the New York Police Department (OIG-NYPD) in its report “Using Data from Lawsuits and Legal Claims Involving NYPD to Improve Policing”\(^4\), it is clear that
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careful collection and analysis of data\(^5\) regarding legal claims and civil lawsuits (hereinafter “litigation data”) has the potential to reduce costs to the District while improving both officer performance and police-community relations. Just as MPD uses crime data to maximize department resources, litigation data can help MPD ensure that training and policies are targeted to prevent issues that led to the litigation and work to keep them from happening again. Although litigation data is not a perfect indicator of police performance, it can assist in producing improvements that benefit MPD members, MPD as a whole, community members, and the District at large.

Litigation data can be a useful approach to recognizing and correcting potential policing problems, thereby leading to improvements in policies, training, and other police practices. Further, community members have a right to know how much of their tax dollars are spent in the course of litigation against MPD, and then what actions MPD is taking to correct any issues of concern raised during litigation. MPD should be informing the community on what is being done to try and prevent the same litigation from occurring again in the future. This Report discusses the need for the efficient collection and use of litigation data.\(^6\)

**Benefits of Using Litigation Data:**

First, a comprehensive review of litigation data can be used to help MPD identify patterns of police misconduct that may warrant discipline, training, and or larger policy changes. Second, by coupling litigation data with the Supervisory Support Program (SSP)\(^7\), MPD can identify at-risk officers who may be in need of enhanced training or monitoring. Third, litigation data analysis can contribute to improvements and positive shifts in culture, and transparency with the District’s community to better the police-community relationship.

With a quantitative and qualitative review of the litigation data, MPD can discover systematic problems that might have otherwise gone undetected.\(^8\) Analysis of litigation data can lead to the identification of patterns, such as recognizing problematic officer behavior by individuals, units, or districts. Litigation data analysis can also identify if any MPD policies generate more litigation, which would in turn highlight areas where improvements can be made through changes to policy or training. As part of this process, some police departments have compared
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\(^5\) Data includes, but is not limited to, legal claims and factual allegations of the lawsuits; demographic information for the officers involved in litigation (including rank, experience level, district); demographic information about the plaintiff(s); and date, time, and location of incident(s) in the lawsuit.

\(^6\) The Police Complaints Board (PCB) is issuing this report pursuant to D.C. Code § 5-1104(d), which authorizes the Board to recommend to the District of Columbia Mayor, Council, MPD Police Chief, and the Director of District of Columbia Housing Authority reforms that have the potential to improve the complaint process or reduce the incidence of police misconduct.

\(^7\) The Supervisory Support Program (SSP) is MPD’s early intervention system; “a program that consists of indicators, a threshold, assessments, intervention plans, and progress reviews in order to evaluate at-risk behavior.” See SOP-07-01.

information from lawsuits with information in their closed internal affairs files. In doing so, departments can analyze the outcomes of their own investigations and evaluate current training and policies to “assess how new training plays out on the street, or to determine whether new training is needed.”

Litigation data can also be utilized as an essential aspect of an early intervention system (EIS), a data-focused system that allows police departments to monitor individual police officers based on a series of “performance indicators.” Often referred to as “the most powerful police accountability tool,” an EIS allows supervisors to quickly identify officers who are in need of intervention while providing the department with global data regarding the performance of its law enforcement professionals. MPD does have an EIS in place, the Supervisory Support Program (SSP). SOP-07-01 currently only directs civil suits to be entered into the SSP when there is a “judgement against a member indicating liability.” MPD indicated that information on lawsuits is entered into the system for tracking purposes, but points are only assessed when there is a judgment against the officer. This may limit its value for direct supervisors and for implementing department-wide reform. However, there is value in alerting supervisors to litigation data regarding the number and type of legal claims and lawsuits filed against individual officers even if they do not have a judgement indicating member liability. Cases that are resolved by settlement may still involve member liability or present an opportunity for the member to improve their policing. Further, waiting for a judgement in order to enter information into the SSP can mean waiting years between the initiation of the lawsuit and its conclusion; thus missing years’ worth of opportunities to learn and improve. An effective EIS relies on “accurate and timely data collection.” By using lawsuit data pre-judgement, MPD can effectively learn from an incident while it is still fresh. For instance, if an officer had multiple pending lawsuits for similar conduct, that could indicate a need for training or other action. While litigation data is only a piece of the information that should be maintained in the SSP, information about claims and lawsuits, and the officer conduct contained in them, are still an important performance indicator. The effective collection and integration of this data can greatly aid the system.

Finally, with effective data analysis and the SSP, litigation data can positively influence MPD’s leadership to bring about shifts in departmental culture. Specifically, if used correctly, litigation
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data can be incorporated with other risk assessment changes to “solidify[] the skill set of field leaders [senior officers or supervisors] to guide their units through organizational culture change so that the data is openly discussed and used to help guide how the Department functions on a day to day basis.” Moreover, the effective collection, analysis, and use of litigation data can help improve police accountability and build greater trust for police-community relations. To achieve this, MPD would need to release reports to inform the public of the litigation data (to the extent possible while protecting confidentiality). These reports would also include information on changes and efforts for improvements to MPD policies and training based on that litigation data. A clear policy for the collection of litigation data and its release to the public is likely to create public satisfaction, and will help to “establish a culture of transparency and accountability in order to build public trust and legitimacy.”

**Examples From Other Police Departments:**

Nationwide, at least 16 police department are already analyzing litigation data in order to identify larger-scale trends in police behavior. These departments include Los Angeles, Seattle, Denver, Portland, and Cincinnati.

The OIG-NYPD explored the impact of the litigation data analysis in two different departments—the Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department and the Portland Police Bureau— to inform their findings. The findings are equally informative in exploring how such a system could benefit MPD, and are outlined below.

The Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department (LASD), the nation’s second largest law enforcement agency, created the country’s first official Risk Management Bureau for a law enforcement agency. The Risk Management Bureau was designed to reduce both problematic incidents and liability costs for LASD. The Special Counsel for LASD regularly produces public reports analyzing the Department’s policies and practices, including litigation data. A recent report noted that from the risk management perspective, there is a “unified philosophy that communicating information about misconduct by Sheriff’s personnel, discovered in litigation, is a smart thing to do to benefit the Department in the long run.” While the Special Counsel’s
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report approved of the overall goal of the trend analysis being carried out by LASD’s Risk Management Bureau, the report also opined that LASD’s information-sharing did not provide enough specific information to identify strategies for change, and therefore did not “make it into the consciousness of Department members.” Accordingly, the report suggested that in addition to providing regular reports on litigation to senior-level officers, the Risk Management Bureau should do a more specific “break-down of what behavior is generating the costs,” present “the identification of any patterns of cost-generating behavior both in the station and unit, and throughout the Department,” and then “work more closely with the Litigation Cost Manager to organize and distribute data.” Meaning, litigation data trend analysis must be carefully managed, and the data needs to be presented to department leadership in an easy to understand and use format in order for such a program to be successful.

The Portland, Oregon Police Department is an example of how risk assessment practices, including litigation data analysis, can shift departmental culture over time. In 2002, Portland’s City Auditor began to review lawsuits filed against the Portland Police Bureau (PPB). The Auditor’s analysis of lawsuits showed that a large number of lawsuits involved the police entering homes and making arrests without appropriate warrants. As a result of this analysis, the Auditor’s office, in conjunction with the City Attorney, produced a training video about this issue for all PPB officers. At the same time, the Police Assessment Resource Center (PARC) was hired by Portland to conduct a review of a number of officer-involved shootings and in-custody deaths between 1997 and 2000. Initially, PPB officers acknowledged that within their departmental culture, “[W]e are hesitant to be critical . . . we hate to call each other on the carpet,” and “People are afraid to ask hard questions.” Overall, when PARC first began its work at PPB, officers were resistant to the notion of any departmental change whatsoever. However, over time, PPB made numerous changes in its policies on officer-involved shootings and in-custody deaths. These changes led not only to a “substantial reduction in officer-involved shootings,” but changes in departmental culture as well. After finishing its work with Portland, PARC observed that “PPB is making a commendable effort to assume greater internal accountability and perform self-critical analysis. Should these trends continue, strengthen, and become woven into the institutional fabric; the PPB should become a more self-correcting enterprise.” This included the important work of analyzing litigation data trends.

MPD can use the experience from these other police departments to develop a review program that analyzes litigation data to improve members’ conduct and department policies and training.
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Recommendations:

To help improve and facilitate better relations and increase trust between MPD officers and community members, the PCB recommends that:

1. **MPD should establish a program to systematically review litigation data** for lawsuits filed against MPD and its members.

The review of litigation data should include, but is not limited to, examining legal claims and factual allegations of the lawsuits; demographic information for the officers involved in litigation (including rank, experience level, district); demographic information about the plaintiff(s); and date, time, and location of incident(s) in the lawsuit.

This information should be used to create internal reports that describe specific MPD-wide, police district, or unit-level trends in lawsuits. These reports should be used to craft relevant trainings and policy changes, and also be shared with command leadership.

MPD should ensure that lawsuits naming individual officers are continuously and consistently being entered into the Supervisory Support Program (SSP), or any other iteration of an early intervention system, so that MPD is aware of at-risk officers who may require intervention. Currently, SOP-07-0128 only directs civil suits to be entered into the SSP when there is a “judgement against a member indicating liability.” However, pending cases or cases that are resolved by settlement may involve member liability or present an opportunity for the member to learn and improve their policing, and supervisors should immediately be aware of cases.

2. **MPD should publish public reports, with aggregate information, regarding lawsuits filed against MPD and/or its members, together with the costs associated with the litigation. The reports should include the current state of any interventions, trainings, or policy changes based on the litigation to inform the public that MPD is responsive to issues that are brought to the attention of the department. These reports should be made on a regular basis; at a minimum annually.**
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